Network for Arizona Trails

2021 Arizona Trails Virtual Summit
May 19-20, 2021
Do You Dig It? Elevating the Mission

Summit Overview
On May 19-20, 2021, the Network for Arizona Trails (NAzT) convened its second annual summit. At
this virtual workshop, participants advanced the work the Network, identified champions that would
support the progress of collective priorities, shared ideas about what people are doing in Arizona,
addressed emergent issues, worked to get ahead of the curve rather than be reactionary, seeking
collaborative opportunities among members, and sharing updates and successes of the NAzT as a
whole. Funding for the Summit was provided by a grant from Arizona State Parks and Trails to the
Arizona Trails Association.

General Agenda
Wednesday, May 19 | 4:00-6:30pm
● Welcome and introductions from the NAzt Steering Committee
● What gives you hope or optimism about trails in Arizona - small group discussions
● Tools for Success Fair: Lightning talks and small group learning exchanges (2 rounds)
○ Long Distance Trails
○ Volunteer Ambassador Programs
○ Volunteer Engagement
○ Cross-Jurisdictional Trail Planning
○ Fundraising Programs
○ Training
Thursday, May 20 | 9:00-11:30am
● Trail Jeopardy
● Challenges & Opportunities: Lightning talks and working group sessions (2 rounds)
○ E-bikes
○ User-created trail proliferation
○ Motorized/Non-motorized partnerships
○ NEPA and Trails Management
○ State Parks Grants process
○ Fostering dedicated volunteer groups
● Next Steps and Moving the Network Forward
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Participants
Over 70 participants
included members of a
diverse variety of
organizations and
agencies in Arizona from federal agencies to
nonprofits to volunteer
organizations. The NAzT
Steering Committee
organized and led the
Summit, and Southwest
Decision Resources
team provided facilitation
and documentation
support. The complete
participant list can be
found in Appendix A.

Hope and Optimism for Trails in Arizona
After the welcome, participants immediately had the opportunity to meet in small groups to share what
made them hopeful or optimistic about trails in Arizona. Comments ranged from increased interest in
trails to successful projects, to strong partnerships, and sharing specific examples:
Increased use and interest in trails
● Impressed with the great increase in trail use during the pandemic, and that the use has been
overwhelmingly responsible.
● Trails are more relevant now than ever before, as demonstrated by the number of people
heading outdoors during 2020.
● More people are discovering a love for the outdoors and turning to nature during a time of stress.
● People are finding healing through the outdoors, which helps them and also helps us to have
the leverage to protect it.
● The growing public demand for trails has been a great way to increase physical activity.
● Seeing more people out on the trail!
● The diversity of people who use and support trails is growing.
● It is interesting to learn more about how and why new users enjoy and take care of our lands.
● Increased interest in grant funding for trails projects.
● During the Maricopa County Parks and Recreation Master Planning process, our community
identified Trails (natural/hard) as the #1 priority.
● With the increased utilization of our trail system came an increased positive focus by County
leadership.
Volunteerism and Stewardship
● More users has led to more volunteers.
Network for Arizona Trails - 2021 Virtual Summit
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Phoenix had a 70% increase in 2020, thanks to the pandemic.
Witnessed diligent trail maintenance from volunteers all last season and many new early
morning trail users.
Enthusiasm for volunteering - wildlife conservation, protecting public lands, Leave No Trace,
building and maintaining trails, and more!
Watching all of our crews of young people coming back from trail projects excited about the
work they have done and learning new skills and appreciation for trails.
Diversity of wildlife on our trails.

Trail-Related Projects
● Trail projects:
○ The Central Arizona Trail is being extended to the Colorado River.
○ More east-to-west trails are being developed in southern Arizona for winter recreation.
○ A new bike skills park is being built at a public school in Cottonwood, AZ.
○ TRACKS of the White Mountains put up white reflective trail markers, recorded gps
coordinates of each. Since then all rescues have been completed in 45 min or less with
one responding emergency responder.
○ Recently completed the Maricopa Trail and was so pleased to see that it is complete!!
● Trail planning:
○ Arizona State Land is doing a non-urban management plan which will lead to designated
trails, trailheads and camping areas on state lands.
○ Planning for the CAP National Recreation Trail had a positive outcome working with the
Arizona State Land Department, which allowed us to move forward with a 40-mile
segment of this trail, including almost 9 miles of ASLD land
○ Optimistic about the development of more long distance OHV trails.
○ A system of trails intended to link the Payson areas to adjacent areas is being developed
through the Payson Area Trails System.
○ CNF and the Comprehensive trails plan
○ The Flagstaff Trail Initiative is working to organize trail implementation, maintenance,
and restoration across jurisdictional boundaries. They have done a great job getting the
community involved and establishing community supported goals.
● Programs and related activities:
○ I'm feeling good about the Southern AZ Hiking Club.
○ Implemented the Earth Day Sustainable 4x4 Program with Nena Barlow in the
Coconino NF.
○ There is a high probability that the Tonto National Forest Travel Management process
might finish after 16 years.
○ A map was created for the Legend of Superior Trails (LOST) system.
○ Thrilled with the reception of my book, Best Day Hikes on the Arizona National Scenic
Trail.
○ Enjoy using the Arizona Trail and Pima County Loop.
Partnerships and Support for Trails
● Collaboration is happening throughout the state and working together to find solutions to
challenges.
● Met some new connections within the past year.
Network for Arizona Trails - 2021 Virtual Summit
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Town, city and county leadership are very pro-trail.
Partner groups have been resilient over the past year.
There was a 30% increase in Arizona Trail Association membership in 2020.
There is strong support for the AZT Temporal Gulch reroute project.
More than 40 groups and individuals signed on as supporters for the Concurrent Resolution for
a State Office of Tourism.
The public has been commenting on our Forest Facebook page in support of responsible
recreation, and they're angry at illegal uses.
Trails have provided economic development opportunities.
Excited to see, and later hear about, the connections that many of the adjacent communities are
trying to create to link up to the Maricopa Trail.
Thank you ALL for your positive energy and hopefulness!

Tools for Success Fair: Lightning talks and learning exchange
In a lightning round of mini presentations, topic leaders provided brief overviews of a set of topics of
interest to Network membership: Long Distance Trails, Volunteer Ambassador Programs, Volunteer
Engagement, Cross-Jurisdictional Trail Planning, Fundraising Programs, and Training. Participants then
chose their top two topics of interest for breakout discussions (world cafe format). In the breakouts,
topic leaders shared more details about their involvement and lessons learned followed by Q and A and
discussion. Notes from these sessions is below.

Long Distance Trails: AZ Peace Trail
Participant Interests in Long-Distance Trails
● Long trails are incredibly important for meaningful experiences, conservation of landscapes, and
widespread economic impacts. They support “long landscapes” which are incredibly important
for healthy people and environments.
● State Parks is involved with several long-distance trails, motorized (Great Western Trail, Alpine
Trail, East West Trail) as well as non-motorized (Maricopa Trail, Arizona Trail, Sun Corridor
Trail). They hope to get lessons learned and BMPs for overcoming obstacles.
● Getting new ideas for long trails in the Southwest; can also answer questions about the Arizona
Scenic Trail.
● Beginning the process of developing a long trail that will be called the Arizona Alpine Trail. All of
us are beginners of this process and will be looking for whatever help we can find.
● Intrigued by JC Sanders & AZ Peace Trail, which covers western AZ; from CT where a canal
route was converted to a linear park connecting many towns, for miles.
● Involved in discussions with other groups who are interested in creating similar long distance
trails, so interested in hearing insights from JC has on the process.
● Hearing the “wins” for OHV trails, particularly long-distance trails.
● Hearing lessons from the Paiute Trail.
● Learning how other long-distance trails organize maintenance across jurisdictions.
● Incorporating endurance activities (hiking, jogging, etc.) into trails and getting the communities
around Cottonwood and Yavapai County excited about them.
Presentation by JC Sanders, AZ Peace Trail
Network for Arizona Trails - 2021 Virtual Summit
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The AZ Peace Trail is a non-profit organization that educates the public and supports local
communities.
The initial volunteer group for the Peace Trail spent a long time in Utah learning from the Paiute
trail folks.
The effort started with little or no funding, and this was an early issue. Fortunately, grants were
obtained from AZ State Parks and Trails to complete a master plan and engage stakeholders.
There were early challenges with delivering the vision of the project to the numerous agencies,
local jurisdictions, as well as route identification across multiple agencies and private lands.
A suggested BMP from the Paiute trail was to make a lot of presentations.
Getting County government involved was a benefit; counties provided resources.
AZ State Land Department (ASLD) was not engaged early on due to misconception of status of
ASLD lands as public land. This oversight created some relationship issues and roadblocks.
Land managers recommended changes to the originally proposed route.
Developed a website early on.
Another assumption that proved incorrect: existing routes were assumed to be able to become
part of the Peace Trail. This was not the case due to private land and agency concerns.
Private property concerns were due to large # of visitors or issues with road conditions.
Visitors have now used the Peace Trail from almost every state. Note that it is not a summer
destination.
This large process is 9 years in and is still a work in progress.
BLM is currently working on EA.
Curious to know if equestrians use the Peace trail.
Building relationships, both on the individual and group/agency level is critical
AGFD will replace wire gates with swinging gates with landowner permission

Discussion
● Motorized trails can provide access to non-motorized trails.
● The impacts and benefits of long-distance trails are similar, regardless of whether they are
non-motorized or motorized.
● There are considerable positive economic benefits of the AZ Peace Trail because it takes 5-7
days to complete. The route intentionally crosses communities to fill gaps in provisions. It has
brought much needed economic benefits to small rural communities. (There has not been an
economic impact study; strictly anecdotal evidence.)
● The AZ Peace Trail still needs to get an overall land managing agency to manage the trail in its
entirety.
● Uncertain as to whether ASLD is planning long distance trails on ASLD lands. Peace Trail has
not been consulted on such a planning effort.
● ASLD has hired contractors and has upcoming stakeholder meetings within the next month or so.
● For Federal agencies, getting involved in the TMP process heavily is critical for success of the
long-range trails.
● When multiple management jurisdictions are involved, recommendation to Identify the issue and
communicate with the land manager. Use volunteer groups to help with identifying the issues
and communicating.
● The AZ Alpine Trail getting started in the White Mountains. There is less State Land and good
federal opportunities for this route.
● The AZ Alpine Trail Collaborating with AZ Peace Trail on BMPs. They are currently struggling
Network for Arizona Trails - 2021 Virtual Summit
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with finances. They created a Facebook page three weeks ago, with 10,000 hits so far.
The Lasso Trail is completely motorized.
People are being educated about responsible use on the AZ Peace Trail through public media,
social media, and personal interactions with equipment dealers.
It is difficult to keep folks on the trail in some cases due to the numerous linked trails. Once the
BLM EA is complete, then signage can be installed to inform users how to stay on the trail.
Would be nice to convene a group to discuss linking long distance trails within Arizona.

Volunteer ambassador programs: Verde Valley Cyclists’ Red Rock Mountain Bike Patrol
Participant Interest in Volunteer Ambassador Programs
● Marty Glinski, President of Verde Valley Cyclists Coalition - Involved in trail volunteer work, as
well as Wheel Fun - Supplying mountain bike clubs and coaches for schools in the Verde Valley.
● Neil Stitzer, Trails Program Coordinator at Pima County NRPR - trail construction and
maintenance, restoration, trash cleanups. Have over 150 mi of trail and Neil is the only one
responsible. Volunteer ambassadors cut across many NRPR goals (engaging public,
stewardship, etc.)
● Kirk Astroth, Sonoran Desert Mountain Bicyclists - Snowbird with another house in MT, and trail
ambassador in MT. Want to see how different ambassador programs operate. Would love to
see Pima County get an ambassador program going. The Be Cool Campaign is about trail
etiquette and Kirk loves to talk about people while tabling, seeing people’s concerns and
conflicts.
● Jeff Schmidt, Grants and Intern Coordinator at AZPT - Have funded projects with Verde Valley
Cyclists, and it seems like a neat concept to have all over the state.
● Rich Smith, Tonto Recreation Alliance - Started setting up an ambassador-style program for the
TNF about 10 years ago because the travel management process was supposedly almost done.
Until that is finished, no good maps of the forest exist. TRAL does meet-and-greets to spread
information, but they are working on their own version of a trail map to distribute.
● Andrea Michaels, volunteer - Worked with ATA for 13 years, and hopes to awaken an
ambassador program around connections to trails
● Kari Roberg, AZ Office of Tourism - AOT started a program related to trails about a year ago,
and wants to see what resources they can pass on to recreationalists.
● Mila Besich, Mayor of Superior - Involved in Legends Of Superior Trail. Superior was one of the
first communities to have a connection to the AZ Trail, and wants to know more about recruiting
ambassadors.
● Della Killeen, City of Peoria - Wants to set up an ambassador program that does trail
maintenance and acts as eyes and ears on the trails.
Presentation by Marty Glinski
● Red Rock Mountain Bike Patrol (RRMBP) has a diverse, 63-person membership and
encourages all types of trail uses. Its main purpose is to bring user groups together and
mitigate conflicts. They also host about 26 trail workdays per year in the spring and fall for all
types of trail users. They help give directions to lost recreationists and can also help with simple
bike fixes, although the USFS is concerned with liability.
● In the past, mountain biking was not a welcome use of trails. RRMBP wants to make contact
with people on the trails and share the rules of the trail.
Network for Arizona Trails - 2021 Virtual Summit
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RRMBP is based on IMBA’s national mountain bike patrol program, which was started in the late
1990s and handed off to the National Ski Patrol about three years ago. RRMBP did not see
benefits in affiliating with the Ski Patrol, as they are not interested in Wilderness first aid, etc.
They are now a self-contained group that reports to the RRRD.
Has a great relationship with the USFS Red Rock Ranger District. RRMBP are considered
employees of the USFS, and the Forest can be liable for the actions of the RRMBP (ex: if a trail
user blames the RRMBP for a poor fix of their bike, the USFS could get sued).
Marty teaches a course on IMBA’s original model, which follows USFS requirements on patrol
groups. The USFS often attends the courses to communicate the USFS perspective.
Reporting requirements are basic; patrollers notify Marty or the USFS rec staff before they go
out, and log their hours on the Verde Valley Cyclists website. Patrollers log the number of
cyclists seen, safety concerns, and trail conditions.
Initially recruited volunteers through word of mouth.
Patrol members take CPR and First Aid courses. As long as the Patrol does not act outside of
what they have been trained to do, they are covered in the case of a trail user’s injury.
RRMBP has had to cut back on the number of patrollers on a trail at one time because it is a
highly social group.
Other districts of the Coconino NF have approached the RRMBP about starting ambassador
programs in those areas.
The bell program has been one of the most exciting things the RRMBP has done; having
cyclists become more apparent on the trail has mitigated conflicts. RRMBP hands out bells to
individuals and stores as well as at trailheads (where bells can either be taken home or turned
in after the ride). The funding came from ASPT.
Other funding mechanisms include a raffle for the Sedona MTB Festival (usually brings in about
$15,000), the Patina Foundation, City of Sedona, and the Chamber of Commerce.
Marty supplies uniforms to all patrollers through the organization’s funding.
The point of having a volunteer program is for volunteers to have a fun and rewarding
experience. They should want to interact with people and get exercise.
Marty is happy to help anyone set up a volunteer patrol and share training materials.

Discussion
● The USFS always knows which patrollers are out and which trail they are on. This is a
requirement to be covered by USFS insurance. Each patroller notifies Marty or the RRRD
recreation staff whenever they are going out.
● The USFS initially discouraged patrollers going out by themselves, but sometimes it makes
more sense to be able to patrol individually.
● Patrollers are encouraged to carry extra water (usually an extra bottle). Marty used to ride with
a 25lb back with bear equipment, medical equipment, etc., but this is not always realistic,
especially on hot days.
● Patrollers also pick up trash during rides; the most common trash they find are dog waste bags.
● Patrollers ride wherever they want, and there is no plan for telling people where to patrol.
● Having a presence at trailheads can be very powerful; the RRMBP can check if people have the
right footwear and water to help prevent emergencies.
● Trainings include a 2-3 hour ride with Marty, plus USFS CPR all-day course.
● The Verde Valley patrol covers about 300 miles of trail. Patrollers live throughout the Verde
Valley. Individuals patrol about 12-15 miles per ride, over an hour to a few hours (a 1-hour ride
Network for Arizona Trails - 2021 Virtual Summit
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may take 2-3 hours because of the time talking to people).
The RRMBP does not give tours, other than taking guests from other areas on patrol rides or
showing donors how their money has been spent.
One goal of the RRMBP is to be friendly to visitors; they want Sedona and the Verde Valley to
be known as a courteous place.
The RRMBP does not enforce laws, but they do encourage etiquette through telling
recreationists how they behave; people seem to get the message. If they get pushback, they
walk away; they are instructed to call the sheriff if any trouble arises.
It seems that trail users are more considerate on patrolled trails; they treat each other
respectfully, people feel more comfortable dealing with a professional group, and the amount of
graffiti on trails seems to be less and more
Chose the name Patrol because IMBA already had an “Ambassador” program. Now that the
group is being expanded to other ranger districts, the “Red Rock” name doesn’t exactly fit their
geography.

Volunteer engagement: City of Phoenix Volunteer Engagement
Presentation by Claire Miller
● Josh Parnell provided an overview of the City of Phoenix Park Steward Program, which actually
grew substantially - even during the pandemic closures.
Discussion
● The McDowell Sonoran Conservancy is a good example of a non-profit organization that
provides trail maintenance and fundraising.
● How can we broaden the volunteer and user base in communities of color? This is something
many agencies are still developing and working on - the City of Phoenix does not have a
specific plan in place, but being in such a large city, the general population does provide quite a
bit of diversity; other areas may not be so lucky. There is still much work to be done in this area.
● Della (City of Peoria) has been charged with creating a Steward Program in her city; presenters
offered assistance and resources that have been used in Phoenix.
● Claire noted the fact that with the larger population base in Phoenix, the groups are split into
geographic areas to accommodate the interests and locations of a large number of volunteers.
● The McDowell Sonoran Conservancy was again mentioned, as their model actually places
Stewards in many different kinds of leadership positions, so the management of the program
does not fall solely on MSC staff. MSC also offers many different kinds of programs, so there is
hopefully “something for everyone” to get involved in.
● General note to the group: Just BEGIN - the rest is easy!
● Under-promise and over deliver whenever possible!

Cross-jurisdictional trail planning
TR add (coming)

Fundraising programs: Red Rock Trail Fund
Participant Interest in Fundraising Programs
Network for Arizona Trails - 2021 Virtual Summit
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Learning more about fundraising for trails and how best to message about fundraising.
Interested in Kevin's secret sauce for outstanding progress with the Red Rock Trail System.
Fundraising is always a difficult job, so it would help to find out what works for others.
Generally interested in funding sources, including grants and the steps taken to build/maintain
relationships with grantors.
Learning about how the Red Rock Trail Fund structures its sponsorship levels.
How to collect donations on public lands WITH the support of the land management agency.
Hearing more about Trail Fund evolution, development, and organizational maintenance.
Learning about funding opportunities I may not be aware of. (Our primary source of funding is
Federal and State grants, and revenue from hunting and fishing licenses.)

Presentation by Kevin Adams, Red Rock Trail Fund
● Community involvement took a long time for the RRTF. At first, the Chamber wanted nothing to
do with a bed tax at first; 9k-400k didn’t happen overnight. Their funding was instrumental at the
beginning of the effort, supporting the first 35 trails keepers.
● Sponsorship programs - The RRTF does not have a sponsorship program, but they are
considering businesses to involve and how to fairly ask/come up with a sponsorship.
● AZ Community Foundation - The RRTF receives AZ community foundation funds through its
competitive grant process. This year, they are asking for funding to replace trail maps
● Donor matching - Anonymous donor matching is an important tool as well.. Last year, the
CARES act eliminated the cap, so donors were able to match a lot of dollars.
● Grants - RRTF Partners very closely with the Verde Valley Cyclists to determine who is the best
audience for grants. Each year they come up with a grant plan.
○ RRTF also signs up for grant alerts; cold calling grants doesn’t work.
○ NFF is a good grantor. Catena as well, but not in Sedona; they are funding projects in
the Prescott area such as a bike skills park in Oak Creek school in Cornville named after
John McCain. Also trains them on stewardship.
○ Building relationships is key, as is reporting, and reviewing. The key is to keep
performance excellent.
● Local businesses - Recommendation to start with businesses in communities that cater to
people who use the trails (Bike, hike, OHV, etc). The businesses might not have cash, but they
may have products that you can monetize.
○ Hotels were hard to engage at first, but now they have bike washing stations.
● RRTF is initiating a sister or brother organization in the Verde Valley.
● Trail overcrowding management - Concerned citizens are working on how to disperse trail users
(e.g., not advising people to visit Devils Bridge, advertising the Sedona Secret 7). The vast
majority of use is within ⅜ of a mile from the Trailhead.
● Advice: “Begin, the rest is easy” and “Underpromise and over-perform.”
Discussion
● Fundraising events:
○ Every “bake sale,” (film festivals booths, etc) require a lot of person hours ahd have little
financial return. Capitalizing on big events 30k vs many little ones is more effective.
○ Partnering with VV Bike Festivals, raffles, Giant gives bikes, “arm of sedona chamber of
commerce”
○ Beer sales are a nice token of appreciation for the trails.
Network for Arizona Trails - 2021 Virtual Summit
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It is inspiring to hear the story of the RRTF; it provides confidence about what the future holds.
There is massive community engagement in Sedona - would Kevin be interested in helping
others spearhead a similar effort (TORCA)? Kevin could be a guest on Art’s podcast.
AZ State Parks and Trails has more money than applicants.
The AZ Community Foundation has more money for trails. Jennifer Perry and community
foundation members have info.
The AZ Trail has 3 of 8 counties supporting the AZ trail. The RRTF is currently working on the
relationships with county supervisors.

Training: Arizona Trail Video Skills Program
Participant Interest in Trail Trainings
● Flagstaff Trails Initiative is developing a curriculum for trail maintenance in Flagstaff; want to
know the successes, and downfalls, of the attempts to get trail building and maintenance
knowledge far and wide.
● Who seems to be the main audience for your videos, or where AZT is getting the biggest use of
its videos.
● The videos are a great idea, and I would think of an advanced certificate for folks that had
actually worked on trail under guidance.
● Training and education is a priority for Tread Lightly; specifically interested in video content.
● Use of the videos in in-person training.
● I'm always interested in learning trail skills. Coming from the east coast, a particular interest is
working with harder soils in the desert.
● Interested in training volunteers and what that looks like.
● LOST will be increasing trails in future, and they want to improve their skills.
● Interested in applying for funding for trails training for volunteers and employees but have never
had the time.
● How difficult was it to get the RTP grant and match of funds.
Presentation by Wendy Lotze, Arizona Trail Association
● Link to ATA’s video series:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLqKu8_ufRcN5Y28VUcUE5xZQWVssTVOlZ
● The Arizona Trail Association’s Trail Skills Video Series was sponsored in part by a grant from
the State Parks RTP program through the Safety and Environmental Education grant. The
provided funding for 4 of the 10 videos produced.
● Lessons learned from making a video series:
○ It takes WAY more time and resources to make a good video than you think.
○ We tried to make the videos representative of a broader, more diverse community for
trail users, but struggled to include that diversity in the finished videos.
○ Having a video production company that is familiar with trail work and trails is essential.
○ Tried to keep videos between 3-5 minutes (one ended up 7) to maximize the chances
that people would watch the whole video. Latest research shows that the rate of people
disengaging after 3 minutes increases rapidly.
○ Videos have rapidly changing content to maximize engagement and are designed for the
social media age.
Network for Arizona Trails - 2021 Virtual Summit
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The videos were intended to supplement on the ground training, not replace it.
Those who were already planning to participate in the hands-on Trail Skills Institute could use
the videos as course prep work.
For folks who were thinking about maybe enrolling in TSI, the videos were a way to check out
the concepts without the commitment.
For folks who couldn’t attend TSI due to schedule, logistics or money, the videos are an
alternative way to learn the basic concepts.
We hope to share the videos as a way to let people see if trail work might be okay for them
without being intimidated by having to show up to an event without really knowing what it’s
about.
We will be developing a series of online quizzes that will not only reinforce the concepts, but
also give volunteers an opportunity to get a certificate. This not only is a reward for learning the
content, but another way to reassure people and make trail work more accessible.

Trail Jeopardy
To kick off Day 2, Brian
Poturalski (Coconino National
Forest) hosted a virtual game of
Trail Jeopardy. Based on
breakout group discussions on
Day 1, Brian created a set of
game show questions for a fun
activity Day 2. Participants could
pick a category and then try to
accurately answer questions
about trails, organizations, and
initiatives. Rebecca Antle
provided Jeopardy music. It was
fun!

Challenges & Opportunities: Lightning talks and working group sessions
Following a similar format to the previous day, a set of lightning talks introduced participants to a set of
topics of high interest to Network members followed by two rounds of breakout discussions where
participants can choose their own sessions of interests. In these sessions, participants had the chance
to share challenges, strategies and opportunities. Topics were: E-bikes; User-created trail proliferation;
Motorized/Non-motorized partnerships; NEPA and Trails Management; State Parks Grants process;
and Fostering dedicated volunteer groups.

E-bikes
Introduction by Evan Pilling, Sonoran Desert Mountain Bicyclists and Claire Miller, City of Phoenix
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The Sonoran Desert Mountain Bicyclists (SDMB) has a trail etiquette campaign for e-bikes
called “Be cool.”
○ SDMB has tried to work with any local bike shops to make sure that they know to
educate their customers about where bikes are and aren’t allowed. Our biggest success
has been with trailhead outreach. Our “Be Cool” campaign sends ambassadors to
trailheads to hand out bike bells and talk to users about etiquette.
E-bike courses - Class 1 covers pedal assistance (max 20 participants), class 2 focuses on the
throttle (maxf 20 participants), class 3 focuses on pedal assist (max 28 participants). Classes 1
and 2 are the most commonly taken.
A main issue is whether e-bikes should be allowed on trails - and if so, what kind of trails.
Pros of E-Bikes:
● Make biking accessible (older riders)
● Reduce car traffic, ride to trailhead instead of driving
● Reduce congestion because they can disperse
Cons of E-Bikes:
○ Increased user conflict, primarily due to speed
○ Safety issues - they are heavy, so it is hard to travel to safety if the battery dies
○ Inconsistent access across land jurisdictions
○ Unenforced
○ Lack of education from bike shops on where they are and are not allowed The
educational need is huge, regardless of the type of bike you are on.
○ Lack on info on how they impact resources
○ Uncertainties regarding how to manage e-bikes as technology increases. As land
managers, we need to understand and be adaptable.

Discussion
● Seeing the opposite of safe riding - young riders using them as training and riding fast and hard.
● E-bikes are both an education and a management issue. Trail user conflicts are real, and
education needs to happen.
○ In addition to conflicts ON the trail, there are people NOT using the trail because of
ebikes. Small kids and others that may just not go out because of the conflicts.
○ Conflicts come down to technology and trail user behavior.
○ There is an asymmetry in the user groups being displaced by e-bikes.
○ Warnings matter. One way to minimize conflicts is putting bells on bikes.
○ Conflicts with equestrians - Equestrian/bike needs special communication strategies.
For example, one e-biker came up behind a horse in the White Mountains and rang a
bell, and the horse threw its rider. Human voices are best with horses, NOT bells or
whistles. Horses are in survival mode when on trails, and bells and whistles can cause
danger.
○ A national panel is being convened on trails, and Jan Hancock is attending to discuss
e-bike/equestrian issues.
○ Organized bike groups are aware of how to warn different users.
○ Experience in open range.. Evan has seen them run away.. Dedicated trails systems or
open riding? There are county roads they are riding on.
○ Concern that FS may approve e-bikes and change trail designations. Lack of
understanding of what changing a designation means.
Network for Arizona Trails - 2021 Virtual Summit
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The new e-riders entering don't really know the history and the ethic of riding. A
campaign with the sellers of e-bikes could be a good partnering opportunity.
○ The ATA conducted a survey of user conflict in 2000 user conflict, link will be shared.
The impacts of e-bikes on trails are considerable. The USFS considers them motorized.
Single track used more than double track by e-bikes.
The Javelina Chase in Duncan is considering allowing the use of e-bikes.
E-bikes do not seem very prevalent in the Verde Valley/Sedona area; of 2,000 patrols done
recently in the, only 45 e-bikes were observed.
From the land manager standpoint, enforcement is a huge issue. There isn’t any comprehensive
overarching legislation that regulates bikes. It’s on an agency by agency basis. If there isn’t a
regulatory city code, rangers don’t have a way to write a citation.
○ Other states have developed enforcement strategies. In OR, there are regulations for
different bike sizes, and only allows simple pedal assist. CO is doing a lot of studies on
e-bikes.
○ An overarching ARS statute that covers state-managed trails allows agencies flexibility.
Managers are uncertain and haven’t taken a stance.
○ BLM manages e-bikes on a case-by-case basis and defers to the local land managers.
E-bikes are a Pandora’s box..

User-Created Trail Proliferation
Introduction by JC Sanders, AZ Peace Trail
and Anthony Quintile, Flagstaff Biking
Organization
● Mountain biking is often seen as one of
the major creators of these trails. But
all users create trails. There is express
demand that land managers can’t
meet.
● We need to better understand how
people want to use/access areas.
People are part of nature and we have
natural impulses and urges.
Discussion
● Overall, this is noted across user groups statewide as a big issue.
○ Illegal trails are destroying archaeological sites.
○ These trails are proliferating the braiding, work-arounds and redundancy on the
landscape.
○ User-created trails are a big problem on the Tonto NF near Apache Junction. looking for
suggestions to deal with the issue.
○ Depending on the user-created trail type and use level, user-created trails may be
damaging to the land (erosion from poor construction) and creating edge effect issues
for habitats and wildlife.
● Really need to consider the why - why is the trail there? Meet the needs - make a better
opportunity.
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○

●

●

●

●

People who create these trails may be trying to get to a trail they can see in the distance
but don’t have a map.
○ Wildcat trails have many origins - Spurs for camping during hunting season are an issue.
Once they get started then they get used and established. Sometimes motorhomes are
doing this. Need to look at them trail by trail to figure out if it is seasonal, or an access
issue.
○ Wildlife or livestock Single track made by cows can even proliferate
What has worked to close undesignated trails?
○ Signage to protect wildlife or nature?
○ Be able to tell the “why” - why is this trail being closed. Many may not realize it is a
system trail. Include a contact so they have somebody to talk to.
○ If there are too many signs people don't read them.
○ Send volunteers/stewards out to talk to people (include environmental as well as safety
concerns).
○ Need to hide the old trail (re-seed, etc). This often doesn’t happen. (Then don’t even
need a sign.)
■ This is hard to do from a motorized stand point. It only takes a few people to
make a mostly permanent trail in a desert environment. Signage is important motorized groups are used to following signs.
Apps and social media: No matter what we do, people will follow their app. We need some help
from All Trails, Strava, TrailForks, etc. to clean them up.
○ Neil approached All Trails. This is populated by Open Street Map, which anybody can
edit and remove anything. He went in and removed all the social trails from Tucson
Mountain Park (where there are cultural and resource damage issues). Neil simply
created an account with OSM and removed just about every social trail in Tucson
Mountain Park. When AllTrails was recently updated, all these trails were no longer
visible on the app.
○ However, the trails Neil could re-emerge on AllTrails if someone goes back into OSM
and adds the social trails back in; so “repeat treatments” may be needed and someone
will need to monitor the apps.
○ Other apps, such as Strava/TrailForks/MTB Project, do not seem to advertise many
social trails on Pima County lands. We have also been fortunate down here to have an
administrator to keep an eye on TrailForks. With some apps like TrailForks, you can
become an administrator, while for other apps you must request changes.
Do we have examples of land managers doing a good job communicating with users about this
issue?
○ BLM Kingman signed all actively used trails. This was successful.
○ Sedona was a huge challenge and land managers have done a great job there
(lessening impacts to wildlife and archaeological sites, etc). Worked with RTCA to host
years of public meetings. Many techniques, signage, area closures, and developed a
network of trails that meet demand. This is a big success.
○ Public funding combined with community funding can be used to address these issues.
The AZ State Land Department (ASLD) isn't addressing illegal trails.
○ Examples of problems on ALSD trails: trails going right through archaeological sites,
braiding and work-arounds, and parallel trails only 50 feet apart.
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○

●

●
●

Massive effort in Sedona - they addressed it straight on. State Lands are completely
ignoring the issue.
○ State Lands continues to say they are not land managers.
○ State Lands has a grant from State Parks to start implementing travel management on
their land. This is a first step.
○ Coconino county has purchased easements across state lands. Successes happen
when you enter into a financial agreement with them.
○ Prescott Valley recently has discussed a State Land Use Permit in order to manage trails
on state lands in that area. The group would like to hear more about this.
○ The Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) cannot be used for ASLD purchases,
since their land has to be sold at auction to the highest bidder. The only way it may work
is having a private entity purchase ASLD, then apply for LWCF funds to put it into the
public trust. Biggest issue is whether ASLD is a “willing seller,” and as with everything, it
depends.
○ Trust for Public Land and Arizona Land and Water Trust are potential partners in the
ASLD-LWCF conundrum. Or private investors who don’t mind waiting three years from
the time of purchase to receive a LWCF reimbursement.
Diablo Trust has a multi-partner recreation working group trying to deal with this and other
issues.
○ Have seen shocking info on trail proliferation from AGFD.
○ Focusing on how we get the message out to users - looking for funding on signage.
○ Challenge - ranchers note that an issue for them is that those who go off trails destroy
the grasses. This is a big problem in arid environments.
Importance of clubs - encourage people to join clubs. They don’t condone proliferation.
Need attention and funding from the highest level - representatives, etc.

Motorized/Non-motorized partnerships
Introduction by Rich Smith, Tonto Recreation Alliance
● This discussion is focused on collaboration that has worked, things to try, and things you wish
would happen.
● Ambassador program - sharing the lessons learned on motorized and non-motorized programs
would be great.
Successful Collaboration/Partnerships
● Adopt a trail programs
● Ambassador programs - targeting the areas ahead/up the road from where people are going off
designated areas or speeding too fast is effective.
○ Get a grant to help with marketing/messaging.
○ Add a youth component to better engage users
● Larger campaigns are needed to be effective
○ State Parks is working on a program with dealers of OHVs (backpacks) with trail
etiquette pamphlets.
● AGFD programs help with signage and fencing on private land (ranchers)
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○

●

●

●
●

Adopt a ranch program - put water bars in to help bring pastures back, work with cyclists
and equestrians. See website about requirements for landowners.
○ Rebecca will reach out to Jim with an informational booklet.
Lisa formed a recreation working group to begin addressing motorized impacts (especially the
increase with COVID) This interdisciplinary group comes together to discuss the issues and
brainstorm how to address them. Zoom meetings every other week.
ACE crews install signage for motorized trails. This is education for the ACE crews as well,
especially with user groups that they aren’t a part of.
○ TRAL gets asked by AZTA to help near Sunflower to haul water; this creates
relationships, increases trust and collaboration.
Signage continues to be a good communication tool. TRAL has funding to do educational
signage (including about letting the ground heal after a fire).
Commonality - Non-motorized users are motorized users, in that they need to get to the
trailhead.

Concerns
● Oracle - scares related to fire, off road folks leaving the roadways may increase the fire potential
for local communities. As drought continues, this concern increases. All user groups need to
continue to promote staying on the trails for resource protection, especially as it relates to fire.
● Speed limits through towns (range from 35mph to 25mph) - when large groups (jeeps, etc.)
come through, speed limits are not always followed.
● Trash from recreational shooting.
● Areas being closed as a result of abuse of public land.
● Law enforcement is limited.
● Although jeep groups have been organized, there doesn’t seem to be an organized group for
side-by-sides. Side-by-sides are often a first entry to off-roading, so it is important to reach
them.
● Pulling permits for events is the biggest hassle for organizations - there have been five-year
rolling permits that can cover events.
● After fires, new trails are created where the vegetation is gone; in some areas, every drainage
and opening there is now a trail.
Desires
● LOST wants to learn how to be off road friends (interests, needs and information) as use
increases
● Pinal Partnership wants to conserve state trust land south of superstitions from development
(the target area has illegal recreation). Collaboration is needed there to conserve the land,
need to reach out to organizations like TRAL, potentially purchase the land to make a national
rec area or monument. This may be associated with the equalization payment from resolution
copper mine.
● TRAL wants to help with ranches. Roads in many cases are put there to access a ranch, and
there is an opportunity to collaborate and increase communication
● Promoting responsible use of outdoors - respectful conduct in small towns/residential areas/etc,
promoting safety in the local communities
● Learning more about resources that could help the Town of Oracle (particularly addressing
issues with OHV traffic through the area)
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●
●

Increase awareness of interactions with other users (e.g., equestrians
Less damage to waterways and creek systems

Ideas
● Expanding trails for off-road use in response to the increasing interest
● At events/expos, promote responsible off-roading, being a good off-roader
● Continue to collaborate with each other’s work - create contacts within this group
○ Immediate action - send out contact information to create networks across the state.
● There are signage opportunities (Rich’s example) for increasing the awareness.
● Collaboration between motorized groups and AGFD to develop better standards for cooperation
● Tread Lightly - ranches can apply as a hotspot for leave no trace.
● Work with Avenza - it pulls in the FS maps for users.
● Kiosks - PSAs about shooting trash (unique messaging with substantial info, as opposed to
shoving it down the throat)
○ Make the message digestible
○ Put an American flag and/or club logos on the kiosk so it won’t get shot
● The Diablo Trust Recreation Working Group is in discussions with NFF and USFS to explore
"geofencing" as a tool to educate users in the field.
Collaboration and Networking Opportunities
● A small group with a monthly Zoom meeting:
○ Consistent networking, monthly topics to address, opportunities for collaboration on the
ground, share up to date examples/challenges/successes
● Education/material sharing:
○ Using existing examples for others across the state
● Public/Private signage (appropriate recreation types by land ownership)

NEPA and Trails Management
Introduction by Kent Taylor, Pinal County
● This discussion covers two topic areas, both anchored from the Summit Report from last year:
○ Trails and the environment - How trails and trail use impact the environment, and how
the explosion of use impacts the environment.
○ NEPA streamlining - Bottlenecking at the environmental review stages of both trail
development and trail maintenance projects has been a commonly mentioned issue.
Strategize on how to improve this across jurisdictions (Federal, State, local).
Participant Interests in NEPA and Trails Management
●
●
●
●

Working with the Town of Tusayan may go into the NEPA process this year and I wanted to
connect with others that have gone through it.
With the increase in trail use and abuse in Pinal county, see how other counties are dealing with
the covid influx. Mostly concerned about motorized and camping.
Increase ability to deal with governmental agencies.
Seeing what struggles everyone is having relating to NEPA and share NEPAssist information.
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●

Learning more about the requirements orgs. have, and I hope to be able to streamline our
resources.

Trails and the Environment
● There are considerable cross-cutting and overlapping discussions from this group surrounding
the increase of outdoor recreation and trail use and the negative impacts it is having on the
environment with discussions in the groups “user created trail proliferation” and “motorized and
non-motorized partnerships.”
● Concerned with the proliferation of off road parking and damage to the environment.
● Need more proactive solutions surrounding education and information.
● Opportunity to engage users to be part of the solution through “pay to play” (i.e., if jurisdictions
are sponsoring events, part of the cost of the event to end users is doing volunteer mitigation
work).
Streamlining NEPA
● Develop a trail-specific tool kit for NEPA processes, which could include:
○ Template for a Scope of Work for contracted NEPA process
○ NEPA checklist for trail projects
● ASPT could fund a position at ADOT to specifically review RTP project environmental reviews.
● ASPT could identify and “contract” with a few specific environmental contractors who can focus
and develop trail-specific knowledge and best practices. Other jurisdictions could then use
these contractors for trail projects.
● Join the listserve of the AZ Association of the Environmental Professionals (AZAEP)
(https://azaep.org). There are many NEPA planners involved and you can always request
certain topic ideas.
● Re-visit the outline from the Summit on streamlining NEPA and evaluate if this is feasible and if
so how best to implement.
● A useful tool to see quickly at a high level if any environmental concerns exist:
https://www.epa.gov/nepa/nepassist

Statewide Collaboration on Outdoor Recreation (SCORE) Working Group
Overall Purpose
● Not trying to drive more people to the Grand Canyon, but focused on assisting small rural
locations in improving their outdoor recreation opportunities and possibly attracting outdoor
businesses.
● Outdoor recreation in AZ is a big economic generator.
● Do as much research and learn from all the other efforts and try to do this right from the start so
that it is successful and balanced and will work for AZ. The Office needs to be inclusive and
serve the broad needs of the diverse outdoor recreation community.
● The Office needs to be the clearinghouse for the entire outdoor recreation industry and be the
umbrella for all.
● Link for the states that have Offices of Outdoor Recreation:
https://outdoorindustry.org/advocacy/state-local-issues/state-offices-outdoor-recreation/
Groups to Involve
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●

●
●
●
●
●
●

The business community needs to be involved in this effort.
○ Engage the Chamber of Commerce at the state level and then have them advocate this
to their members.
The strategy can be used for local governments (e.g., League of Cities and Towns, County
Supervisor Association etc).
Develop organizational infrastructure in small communities.
Engage AZGFD legislative affairs staff in gathering legislative support.
Engage professional organizations as supporters (Arizona planning organization, recreation
etc).
ASPT doesn’t currently have capacity to do these tasks, but is willing to support the effort.
State legislature
○ Potential legislative champions:Sen Shope, Rep Cobb, Sen Engel.
○ Legislation needs to be ready by November 1st.
○ Legislative language needs to be clear regarding the intent and focus of the agency to
mitigate efforts of highjacking it for other purposes. (e.g., supporting rural economic
development).

Office and Staff
● The focus should be on getting the office up and running, not so much concern with what place
in the state government it should be located.
● Explore the possibility of locating the office in the same location as the Main Street program.
● In other states, the initial department structure is small 1-3 staff with limited budget.
● Success of these offices has been good in other states and has had state agencies fighting over
the location once the office is up and running.
● The Office of Tourism may not be a good fit due to their mission.

State Parks Grants process
Jeff Schmidt, AZ State Parks and Trails, presented about the ASPT grants process and answered
participant questions.

Next Steps and Moving the Network Forward
To conclude the Summit, participants discussed suggestions for new NAzT discussion groups, topics
for future monthly NAzT statewide Zoom forums, and suggestions for the next annual Summit. The
feedback on these topics is described below.
Suggestions for Additional Discussion Groups
● Emerging technologies - e-bikes
● Responsible recreation/educating visitors
● Making responsible recreation mainstream
● Marketing- billboards... commercials
● Improving coordination between motorized and non motorized
Monthly Zoom Forum Topics
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In a poll, participants were asked to select the topic they were most interested in for future NAzT
meetings. Suggestions, in order of level of participant interest, included:
● Trail Counters and Data Collection - top interest of 31% of participants
● Adopt-A-Trail Programs - top interest of 25% of participants
● Stories of Success and Cool Projects
● Trails and the Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA)
● Public Health Partnerships
● NEPA 101
In the discussion, additional topics were suggested:
● Access/ trailhead development/state lands/user conflicts and solutions
● State Lands issues
○ Trust for Public Land and Arizona Land and Water Trust are potential partners in the
ASLD-LWCF conundrum. Or private investors who don’t mind waiting for three years
from time of purchase to LWCF reimbursement.
○ Some State Trust Land may be suitable for acquisition with LWCF serving as a potential
funding source. Note at least 50% of the funds gathered would need to be local, and
technically it’s 56% as AZ State Parks is the AZ LWCF Liaison and they have a
processing fee (perhaps 6%).
○ Eileen Baden - The Trust for Public Land and the Conservation Fund may be good
groups to reach out to help assist with the 50% match! but I am not an expert and not
100% sure.
● One of the most important insights was the huge impact a container deposit law would have.
Members of this group could work together with sympathetic legislators on this
● Local governments as engines for petitioning the state? Connecting with businesses?
Chambers of Commerce?
○ Note that local government and city parks and recreation departments were
comparatively less represented in the recent Concurrent Resolution effort. Outreaching
to umbrella associations like AZ Cities and Towns, Association of Counties, then
proceeding to individual jurisdictions would be a good approach.
○ For the Verde Front Collaborative, as an example of getting formal support for a previous
local resolution, the group presented to each town and city council and board of
supervisors in order to share info, build support, etc, an approach that worked.

Suggestions for the Next NAzT Summit
●
●
●
●
●

More ADA access to help with improving visitor experience and access! This is a good
example: https://www.facebook.com/cwaprescott/
More time for the sessions
Start a LinkedIn group work to help keep people in touch in between meetings - Eileen helped
start a LinkedIn group for the AZ Association of Environmental Professionals: www.azaep.org.
Looking forward to an in-person summit.
Consider having one virtual and one in-person event each year - this would help balance equity
and access.

Next Steps for the NAzT
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Following the Summit, the next steps for the NAzT steering committee are:
● This workshop identified initiatives that need to move forward, so the next step is convening
discussions to keep the work going.
● Monthly Zoom meetings will continue on the third Monday of the month, starting in July (taking
June off).
● SDR will compile notes, then the Steering Committee will meet to debrief the workshop.
● The Steering Committee will identify a date and format for the fall meeting.
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Coconino County
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Flagline Trails
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Legends of Superior Trails
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Maricopa Trail and Park Association
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Pima County
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Pinal County

Kent Taylor

Pinyon Environmental

Laurel Arndt

Prescott Mountain Bike Alliance

Ximena Florez

R2R hiking group

Andrea Michaels

Red Rock Mountain Bike Patrol
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SaddleBrooke Public Affairs Committee

David Bull

SALT
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Tread Lightly!
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Yavapai Trails Association

Steve Finucane

White Mountain Tracks Trail System

Nick Lund
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